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A cosmological model was developed using the equation of state of photon 
gas, as well as cosmic time. The primary objective of this model is to see if de-
termining the observed rotation speed of galactic matter is possible, without 
using dark matter (halo) as a parameter. To do so, a numerical application of 
the evolution of variables in accordance with cosmic time and a new state equ-
ation was developed to determine precise, realistic values for a number of cos-
mological parameters, such as the energy of the universe U, cosmological con-
stant Λ, the curvature of space k, energy density eΛρ  (part 1). The age of the 
universe in cosmic time that is in line with positive energy conservation (in 
terms of conventional thermodynamics) and the creation of proton, neutron, 
electron, and neutrino masses, is ~76 [Gy] (observed 1 10 ~ 70 km s MpcH
− − ⋅ ⋅  ). 
In this model, what is usually referred to as dark energy actually corresponds 
to the energy of the universe that has not been converted to mass, and which 
acts on the mass created by the energy-mass equivalence principle and the 
cosmological gravity field, FΛ , associated with the cosmological constant, 
which is high during the primordial formation of the galaxies (<1 [Gy]). A 
look at the Casimir effect makes it possible to estimate a minimum Casimir 
pressure 0cP  and thus determine our possible relative position in the universe 
at cosmic time 0.1813 ( [ ] [ ]0 13.8 Gy 76.1 Gyt tΩ = ). Therefore, from the ob-
served age of 13.8 [Gy], we can derive a possible cosmic age of ~76.1 [Gy]. 
That energy of the universe, when taken into consideration during the forma-
tion of the first galaxies (<1 [Gy]), provides a relatively adequate explanation 
of the non-Keplerian rotation of galactic masses. 
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Galaxies Kinematic and Dynamic 
 
1. Expanding 3d-Sphere of Matter 
An order of magnitude for the average speed of baryonic matter can be calcu-
lated with a theoretical mean mass density of the universe, the Hubble-Lemaître 
expansion law, the cosmic time, and the assumption that the boundary of the 
universe is moving constantly at the speed of light. 
Let us suppose that this sphere of the matter was at state 1 at the time of early 
creation of great structures like galaxies (<2 [Gy]), whose boundaries were ex-
panding at the speed of light towards state 2, or the current age of the universe, 
written as tΩ. Let us also suppose a material point in the sphere in state 1 (e.g. the 
original bulbe of matter at the center of the MW), which undergoes expansion 
until today. That point is not located at the mathematical centre of the sphere, 
but at a given location written as r1 at state 1. The material point evolves towards 
a material position 2 in state 2, moving at a mean speed β  (non-relativist). 
Moreover, considering expansion and displacement at the mean speed in the di-
rection of expansion, the following equation yields the position of the material 
point at state 1 at time t0 in the sphere of matter at the time of state 2 (universe 
age tΩ):  
( ) ( )1 1 1 10 1 1
1 1
t r t r tt t t t t t




+ − = += −β β  
where: 1 1R ct= ; 2R R ctΩ Ω= = . 
The first term is the expansion of the material point in the expanding volume 
during the time period, and the second term is the effect of the speed modulated 
by the inverse of expansion. The equation has four mathematically independent 
variables that must be compatible from a physics standpoint. Indeed, for each 
quartet ( )1 1, , ,r t tΩ β , the value of t0 must be lower than or equal to tΩ , which 
limits possibilities, or still, forces a restriction on variable β . In this paper, we 
only consider the mean value of β  for a sphere of matter undergoing Hub-
ble-Lemaître expansion, the boundary of which is moving at 1=β . The cosmo-
logical principle states, at least, that there are no preferred positions. However, 
expansion of the universe occurs in a precise order of events, each appearing at 
its own cosmic time, which leads to the idea that for a much larger universe than 
what we can observe today, one can imagine relative positions within that chro-
nological universe. Moving forward with that idea, one can estimate an ap-
proximate position for the MW in the sphere universe. Indeed, we will see in the 
next section, dealing with a mass rotation model for a few galaxies with the 
combined action of gravitational force and cosmological gravity, that the initial 
formation of the MW could have started around 150 - 190 [My] after the begin-
ning, and that main formation could have taken 380 - 450 [My]. Therefore, let us 
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of matter that is large enough to contain the MW bulbe. Initial formation of the 
bulbe yields [ ] [ ]1 1 0.15 - 0.19 Gy Gyr R = . Moreover, by selecting β  according 
to an equation developed in the next section ( 3~ 2 10−×β ), and t0, the age of the 
universe calculated by Planck (13.8 [Gy]) at our observation position, we get an 
approximate range of ages for the universe today: 
[ ]~ 73 to 92 GytΩ  
That number must be seen as sufficient to create the required energy for the 
universe to generate a baryonic mass that is close to the mass estimated from 
observations of the cosmos, while providing a possible explanation for the for-
mation periods and rotations of the galaxies being studied. 
2. Pressure in the CMB and the Casimir Effect: A Possible  
Age of the Universe 
The Casimir Effect is often used to explain what authors call vacuum energy or 
vacuum force. There is a model we can use to further analyze this effect and see 
if it can be partially explained and provide useful information. 
Readers can refer to numerous works on the Casimir Effect and its electro-
magnetic origin [1]. If the Casimir force is expressed as shown in works where 









where l represents the distance between the parallel conductive plates, and S is 
the surface of the plates. The constant is obtained from the integration of poten-
tial photon vibration modes between the plates (the space between the plates acts 
as a resonant cavity for the photons). This normally attractive force can be ex-
pressed as radiation pressure: 
c cF P S=  
The quantities of energy in the universe on a per-era basis are known, which 
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From the photon gas energy expression, an expression of Casimir force, from 
a standpoint of properties at time t, is written as:  
( ) ( )( ) ( )
22
2 2c










where N is the constant number of photons after the photon inflation period, or 
about 10−13 [s] (N~6.4 × 1089). Moreover, if we postulate that Casimir pressure is 
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The above Casimir Effect equation makes it possible to calculate pressure at 
time t0 (at our position in the universe) when the mean wavelength of photons in 
the CMB is known. As with CMB temperature, Casimir pressure is an observable 
property of the universe. That wavelength is well known and derived from 
















In a manner of speaking, that pressure is the same as theoretical pressure in a 
vacuum (CMB radiation pressure), considering the fact the energy of the un-
iverse decreased when the particles were created. To determine that pressure, we 
could estimate the position of the observer, t1, in the universe. To do so, we 
know the expression for photon gas pressure at the same time, t1, and we get the 
following expression to determine a possible position in the universe or cosmic 
time: 
c gasP P= γ  
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The wavelength of the CMB, as perceived by an observer at point t1, is not 
modified by the scale factor: 
( )1 constantcmb cmb=λ λ  
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In the above equation, if we assume that the position of the MW is 13.8 [Gy] 
(t1 = t0 observable universe at our position), possible cosmic age of the universe 
would be 76.098 [Gy] (~76.1 [Gy]). This is a surprising result, as it implies that 
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Of course, if that equation holds true, its cosmological implications are im-
portant. The equation can be rewritten assuming that Wien’s law is universal 












k c t t t
h t T t T tΩ Ω Ω
     = = =     
    
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The ratio of ν-origin photon frequency to temperature T is strictly constant 








 (function of position in the universe or cosmic time) 
The implications of that equation are beyond the scope of this paper. The pre-
vious section, expanding 3d-sphere of matter, we arrived at the following ex-
pression, which we equate to the result we obtained for t0: 
( )0 1 1 12
1
0.181 4~ 3
t r t t t
t R t ΩΩ Ω
= + −β  
This constant ratio is surprising! It implies that mass speed increases with 
time as the universe ages, in order to conserve a quasi-constant quotient for a 
given structure (or a given position, t1). In other words, using the MW as an 
example, its speed would appear to increase with the increase in the age of the 
universe. Therefore, for a sphere of matter beginning at 1 [Gy], we use the fol-
lowing to determine the speed of the MW at t0 (13.8 [Gy] and r1/R1 assumed to 
be 0.181314 in the 1 [Gy] sphere to derive the speed of the MW today): 












t t Rv rt











Or 1~ 600 km smwv
− ⋅   
The following three Figures 1-3 show the form of that evolving speed, or 
v c= β , acceleration, a, and the intrinsic deceleration factor, q, of the MW rela-
tive to the age of the universe for a sphere of matter starting at 1 [Gy] and ex-
panding. The MW is at position ~0.181314 [Gy] in that sphere (start of bulbe 
formation). We use 1 [Gy] sphere because the MW started to expand after its 
creation, or an initial sphere larger than 181 [My]. Note that the speed of the 
MW today is an estimated ~ 600 [km·s−1]. That value for the current speed of the 
MW corresponds relatively well with the estimates was made by [2] Kraan- 
Korteweg et al. 
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Figure 1. MW intrinsic velocity for tΩ = 1 [Gy] to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
 
Figure 2. MW intrinsic acceleration for tΩ = 1 [Gy] to 76.1 [Gy]. 
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In brief, the MW was moving slowly in the direction of the beginning (closed 
universe) after principal formation up to ~2 [Gy]. Then, expansion of the mass 
began, and the MW started to accelerate towards the boundary (open universe). 
Also, the variation of acceleration, a , is slightly positive (~1 × 10−33 [m·s−3] at t0), 
showing that the MW mass accelerates in the direction of expansion. 
Finally, for an intrinsic deceleration factor, we get the following expression, 
which is based on the conventional definition. Moreover, it should be noted that 
in this version of the model, the deceleration factor, q, of the boundary of the 
universe is zero, as it moves at constant speed c. However, mass in the volume of 
the universe is moving with a negative deceleration factor (acceleration). This is 
an important difference because the observation of motion in supernovas does 
not automatically guarantee that such motion applies without distinction at the 
boundary of the universe. For the deceleration factor of a given mass (intrinsic) 
we get (based on the definition of q): 
2 2
m m m m m m
m
m mm m
r r r r a a t
q
H r H rr r
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It is apparent here that the deceleration factor tends towards −1 as the age of 
the universe increases. This means that expansion is constantly accelerating and 
the universe is open. Here, t1 is understood to be the starting value (sphere) of 
the expansion factor computation, or after the initial formation of the great 
structures (1 - 2 [Gy]). The deceleration factor, ( )mq z , can be obtained either 
according to the relative distance to the MW, or to z, the relative cosmological 
redshift to the MW: 
0 0 01 1 1
a r t
a r t
z − = − = −=  
By substituting the expression for z in q, the following equation for the dece-
leration factor is achieved: 












where [ ]0 13 Gy.8t =  and [ ]1 Gy1t = , then: 








Figure 3 and Figure 4 show deceleration factors qm(t) and qm(z). Based on the 
resulting curves, it can be seen that at the beginning of expansion, the universe, 
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Figure 4. Masses deceleration parameter function of z. 
 
Measurements by [3] Riess et al. and [4] Kiselev are shown on the curves. There-
fore, the model seems to perform rather well in terms of deriving values of q for 
the low values of z. However, the model predicts a deceleration-acceleration tran-
sition earlier than most other predictive models for q (z). For comparison pur-
poses, zt is closer to 0.7 according to [5] Giostri et al., who used a calibrated pa-
rametrical model with a prescribed constant of ( ) 1 2q z =  for 0t → . That pre-
scribed value is in fact being questioned by researchers. Based on the model, the 
deceleration of mass in the universe is quite substantial. Then, after ~2 [Gy], ex-
pansion starts to increase, and the mass accelerates in small steps. 
In the above equation, if the age of the universe is assumed to be 76.1 [Gy], 
then q = −0.986. 
If we develop the above equation in terms of the Hubble-Lemaître expression, 
or from the beginning 1 0r =  until tΩ , noting that 0 1 0t t= = , r c= β  and 
r ctΩ=  correspond to the speed of expansion and observed distance, and if 
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 = = 
 
  
Which is in fact the Hubble-Lemaître expression as observed from our view-
point, with 1H
t
= . However, it should be noted that validation of the Hubble- 
Lemaître law principally comes from the observation of galaxies, a period of  
the existing universe after their formation, around 0.1 to 2 [Gy], or the expan-
sion of a sphere at time t1 towards another sphere at time t2, and not from a di-




















measured (Sne Ia), Reiss et al.,1998, 0,16-z-0,62, q=-1
measured (Sne Ia), Kiselev, 0,05-z-0,85, q=-0,675
q(z), t1=1,0 Gy
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it puts into perspective the fact that the Hubble-Lemaître law is experimental, 
resulting from the observation of great structures over a period of time which 
logically begins when those structures have already been formed. 
Let us return to Casimir pressure which, relative to z, is: 











~ 16 5 5 3
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1
~ 16 4.965 1.202
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( )30 1c cP P z= +  
Based on this approach, such minimum or zero Casimir energy pressure, 0cP , 
would be lower than what can be obtained from our position in the universe, 
and only corresponds to the pressure found with the original photons and no 
matter. This may correspond to the volumic energy state from point zero to our 
position. Today, pressures as low as ~10−10, or extreme vacuum, have been 
measured at [6] Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire. Expressing that 
pressure in terms of amplified pressure between two parallel reflecting plates at 
distance l from each other (cavity), the maximum distance required to arrive at 

















To see if that minimum pressure corresponds closely with experimental re-
sults designed to determine whether the theoretical value obtained for that pres-
sure is in the order of magnitude of the estimated pressure. Decca et al. [7] tested 
the Casimir effect using a torsion oscillator between two gold-coated parallel 
plates. The smallest pressure mentioned is in the order of 3 [mPa], or one billion 
times greater than the minimum pressure obtained, 0cP . They reported the fol-
lowing measurements (Table 1): 
 
Table 1. Measured length and Casimir pressure by [7] Decca. 
[ ]nml  4 4nml     [ ]PaexpcP  
1.6500000000E-07 7.4120062500E-28 1.0200000000E+00 
2.0000000000E-07 1.6000000000E-27 4.9000000000E-01 
3.0000000000E-07 8.1000000000E-27 1.10E-01 
4.0000000000E-07 2.5600000000E-26 3.35E-02 
5.0000000000E-07 6.2500000000E-26 1.55E-02 
6.0000000000E-07 1.2960000000E-25 0.0075 
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If we estimate the minimum pressure predicted in the above correlation with 
















That number is very close to the estimated minimum Casimir pressure or the 
following ratio, which does not indicate the existence of a minimum pressure for 
a maximum value of l in the experiments by [7] Decca et al. However, if this 
minimum truly exists, the result of those experiments would yield a result in the 
order of magnitude of the predicted value, or: 
min 11
0 11











By using the Casimir Effect, we get amplification of that pressure by photon 
resonance in the CMB in the different experimental setups and, in particular, in 
the cavity between the reflecting plates. That amplification can be expressed as: 
0
c cP P=η  
where, 





























= =η  
The theoretical coefficient is equal to 1.3001 × 10−27. The experimental coeffi-
cient found by [8] Bressi, et al. is 1.22 ± 0.18 × 10−27. For a typical value of l = 200 
[nm], the minimum Casimir pressure is amplified by 10~ 6.3 10×η . Based on 
this model, the maximum scope of the lmax Casimir Effect between two plates is 
~0.1 [mm], because at any greater distance the pressure would be below the 
minimum value of 0cmbP  at our position in the universe. Figure 5 shows the Ca-
simir zero pressure and the photon gas pressure relative to the age of the un-
iverse. 
In brief, with this model we note that photon pressure in the CMB (~1.291 × 
10−11 [Pa]) at our position, t0, provides a possible explanation for the Casimir ef-
fect, as the photons produce an amplified pressure of that value. This leads to the 
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Figure 5. Photon Pg and Casimir 0cP  (energy density) from 1 [Gy] to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
how is it that in laboratory experiments, in the total absence of CMB photons, 
when they are not physically in the presence of experimental setups, their effects 
are nevertheless measured by the instruments? The first part of the answer could 
be that the universe has stored the presence of the original photons in “memory”. 
This helps us to partially understand how this effect is found in many types of 
experiments and phenomena [9]: It is a fundamental characteristic of our un-
iverse, where the effects of CMB photons are stored as some sort of property of 
spacetime in the form of energy which we put into action and measure in diverse 
experimental setups with more or less pronounced amplification effects. 
3. A Possible Baryonic Matter-Free Zone Caused by Proton  
and Electron Time Lags 
This model shows that, assuming that recombination ends when the tempera-
ture drops below ~3000 [K], recombination occurred much later than the pre-
viously assumed, or ~69.2 [My] rather than ~380,000 years. Now, if we calculate 
the redshift, z, at recombination, taking into account an age of 76.1 [Gy] (2.39 × 
1018 [s]) for the universe, we find a redshift value that is closer to observations, 
or zcomb~1100 [10]: 
( )
18 26
1 3 1 372 3
26
23
2.399 10 7.173 10 m1 1 ~ 1
3 3 1.172 10 m
4 4






Ω × × ×= − = − −
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This is a surprising result, as it matches the sequence between the temperature 
drop to the recombination level, around 3000 [K], and the time period asso-
ciated with recombination with the estimated age of the universe. Moreover, the 
redshift is calculated according to the scale factor for the universe, and not that 
of the MW; therefore, it applies to the entire universe rather than a one-time ob-
ject within the universe. Indeed, during recombination, free photons end up on 
this last scattering surface, travelling in all directions, including that of expan-
sion at the same speed as the physical boundary of the universe, c, (we chose H = 
1/t). That is why CMB photons appear as omnipresent gas in all directions and 
close to us. Finally, such a late recombination time allows solving the horizon 
problem paradox from a standpoint of the last scattering surface dimension. In-
deed, the diameter of the universe at recombination was ~138 [My], making it 
possible to estimate the dimension of the last scattering surface with the equa-
tion for the angular dimension of a structure relative to redshift, z, and Sitter’s 
apparent angular dimension ∆θ. For an apparent angular dimension of this last 
scattering surface, which covers the entire celestial half-sphere ( ∆ = πθ ), we can 
























= −  ++ 
π 





Then, a smaller value than the diameter of the universe at recombination, or: 
[ ]2 2 138 Mycomb comb combd r ct= = =  
We can see that the last scattering surface is included in the universe at that 
time, which suggests that the inflation mechanisms may no longer be in play, at 
least from the standpoint of the physical dimensions of the original CMB. 
A possible zone of empty matter due to the time lag during photon and elec-
tron and the electrostatic force acting before recombination, around 69.2 [My], 
can be estimated. Indeed, prior to the creation of baryonic matter, only photons 
can be observed. We begin with the calculation at the time of protons, 
[ ]139.939 10 Gyprt −= ×  (advent of the baryon mass). Using an expanding sphere 
of matter from before recombination at 69.2 [My], well before the formation of 
structures, and a mean value of 0.998=β , or the relativist value used at the 
time of proton creation, such a sphere of free protons and electrons, when en-
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[ ]0 1512.177 s 69.0 My0prt = × =  
How can that 0prt  value be interpreted? First, that zone is not observable be-
cause it is prior to recombination (69.2 [My]). However, it closely corresponds 
to the typical range of a time period called recombination (~−200,000 years). 
Indeed, protons and neutrons appear approximately 666 days before electrons. 
At that time, the electrostatic repulsive force of protons is dominant and much 
greater than gravity (1042 times greater). This repulsive action of protons, which 
pushes them towards the physical boundary of the universe, can be estimated. 
Indeed, assuming that the minimum energy principle applies at this time period 
of the universe, which is much greater than Planck time (tp = 1031), the electros-
tatic energy difference between an evenly distributed proton configuration in the 





1 1 3d d
2 2 20 8 40
V S
e e eV S
Q Q QW W V V V S
R R R
− = − = − =
π π π∫∫∫ ∫∫∫ρ σ ε ε ε  
where:  
e cte=ρ ρ : the volumic density of proton charge in the R-radius sphere 
σ : the surface density of proton charge at r radius (at electron time) 
*V : the electric potential 
Q: the total charge of protons, prQ qn=  
Note that the minimum energy is for the proton configuration around the pe-
rimeter of the volume at electron time. The mean speed of proton motion to-
wards the perimeter, discounting the effects of gravity force, which is much 
smaller than the Coulomb force, can be estimated using the proton motion equ-
ation with energy conservation and work done: 
2
0 0 0 0
0
d d d d
40
R R R RV S
e e
QW W F r ma r Va r Vr r
R
− = = = = =
π∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ρ ρ ε  
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Finally, for ( )pr t , which represents the average position of proton motion 
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Solving this equation for ( )pr t : 
( ) 1
1 6
1 3 1 391.67 109~
2p
Ar t t t−  =
 
×  
To find out if the protons reach the boundary of the sphere during the time 
period before the creation of electrons, the mean speed of the protons moving 
towards the perimeter can be estimated, ( )pr t , relative to the speed of the 
boundary, with is equal to c. If that speed is greater than c, then the protons are 
travelling close to c and at the boundary of the universe during the time 
[ ]~ 666 del prt t t= − . Solving for the mean speed of protons (t = tel), we get: 
( )
( )




2 3 2 3
5
7 2 3
1 9 5.59 10 5.59 10
3 2


















Indeed, the protons would be at the boundary at the time of electron produc-
tion. Then, during electron production, even if the ionization energy of photons 
inhibits proton-electron recombination, they would be in a state of convergent 
acceleration, which would partly allay the absence of protons in that part of the 
universe. However, the high mp/me mass ratio means that possible lack of baryo-
nic matter cannot be compensated and will remain permanent in a large area 
around the beginning. This has significant repercussions on the development 
and distribution of mass. Indeed, the protons, are at the periphery while the 
electrons in the volume are moving towards the protons but the neutrons stay 
distributed in the volume. Based on the calculations, there could be an area with 
a diameter of ~135 [My] and a boundary of ~200,000 years in depth at the limits 
of the observable horizon, with no baryonic matter except possibly neutrinos 
and other neutral particles. Such a possible baryonic matter-free zone could be 
the result of repulsive Coulomb force between protons, corresponding to the 
666-day time lag or phase lag period between the creation of protons and elec-
trons. That possible empty space of matter is not caused by gravity, as it acts on 
and creates areas of low mass density with very few galaxies or other structures, 
like the various areas of less matter space we can observe. This original less ba-
ryonic matter zone, if we could detect it, would point us towards the beginning 
of the universe, which would, of course, put into question the idea that there is 
no preferred position for the universe, or one of the foundations of the cosmo-
logical principle. 
4. Cosmological Constant Λ Estimated Values 
The Friedmann equation (FLRW metric) for an isotropic universe made up of 
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be written in relation with the terms that contribute to the expansion or contrac-
tion of the universe, H, with gravity, G, the existence of energy other than ba-






a G c kcH
a a
π Λ  + −= 
 
=
 ρ  
where the scale factor is a [-], k is the space curvature, [m−2] and ρ, the density of 
conventional mass [kg·m−3]. In this form, the equation represents the expansion 
of the universe expressed with the Hubble constant. In this model, we consider 
and assess the evolution of conventional energy (photon gas and mass-energy 
equivalence). An expression for the cosmological contant, Λ, can be obtained 
using the Friedmann equation. Indeed, assuming the existence of mass-energy 
equivalence (non-baryonic), represented by constant Λ, along with zero accele-
ration (H = 0) of that mass-energy equivalence, that equation, which represents 
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With space curvature k (closed if k > 0, flat if k = 0 and open if k < 0): 




a G a a H
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k
   π Λ






The effects of each term of the equation are clearly seen. The first term is the 
closing effect caused by gravity, G, via mass density, ρ; the second is the closing 
effect caused by the residual mass-energy equivalence (non-baryonic) via cos-
mological constant Λ; and the last term is the opening effect, or expansion, 
caused by an unknown element, but represented by the Hubble constant. Figure 
6 shows that the space curvature, k (equation k (H)), in relation to the other va-
riables: ρ, Λ and H = 1/t. The value of k today, time t0, is very close to zero, but 
slightly negative (open). 
( ) 5 20 35.6 10 m~k t − − − ×    
The transition between a closed and open universe around 3 [Gy] is clear. 
An oft-mentioned expression for the cosmological constant is found in the 
following equation (with space curvature, k, considered to be zero), which represents 









ρ ρ  
The model estimates this residual conventional energy density from the mass 
created at time t, with the equation below. Indeed, all the variables in this equa-
tion are conventional type (positive pressure and positive volume). There are no 
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− −× ⋅   = π     
ψ ζ . 
With the equation below, two dominant terms at different times are found for 
the expression of the cosmological constant, by virtue of the dominator, which 
reduces in t4 for the first term, and t3 for the second. Hence, the first dominant 
term for the beginning of expansion can be written as Λrad, and the second, Λmass, 
for the time period that comes later with the creation of the baryonic mass until 
today, at time t0. Moreover, the second term, which contains the mass generated 
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This predictive equation for Λ, often written Λeff, has the following charac-
teristics: When pt t→ , 
70
rad 10Λ = Λ → , and inversely when t tΩ→ , 
58
rad masse 10
−Λ = Λ −Λ → ; at t = t0 (13.8 [Gy]), we get the value 6.7 × 10−54 [m−2], 
which is in the order of magnitude of the oft-mentioned value: <10−52 [m−2] [11] 
[12]. This value varies greatly throughout the age of the universe. Moreover, the 
constant is not a true constant; indeed, it varies with the age of the universe, that 
is to say the effects of expansion and the production of mass, or the decrease of 
non-massive energy in the universe. 
In the beginning, during the primitive formation of large structures like ga-
laxies over a time period of about 0.2 to 2 [Gy], the energy is mostly in the form 
of radiation (over 90% of the energy is radiation), and for this period of a few 
[Gy], the second term, which depends on total mass, MT, is far less important. 
Figure 7 shows the Λmass/Λrad ratio. 
Therefore, the Λmass/Λradiation ratio at our time, t0, is equal to ~ 0.163. It is inter-
esting to note that the ratio obtained is in the same order of magnitude as this 




Ω Ω  (h = 0.7) [13]. For a universe where radiation is 
dominant, during the formation of large structures (<2 [Gy]), a simplified ex-
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For [ ]76.1 GytΩ =  and [ ]2.7 KTΩ =  and H = 1/t and b~0, for Λrad and Λmass 
we get: 
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )












= = = = ×
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Finally, we get an approximative expression for the cosmological constant, 
taking only the proton mass into consideration: 
( ) 17 4 22.88 10 mprb t t H − Λ ≤ < = ×    
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Figure 7. Ratio of Λmass/Λradiation. 
 
 
Figure 8. Cosmologic constanteΛfrom 69 [My] to 2 [Gy]. 
 
After manipulation, another expression for Λrad is found: 
[ ]
2
rad 2 5 2 2
8 8 8u u
u
p pu u u
P PG HP
P Pr c r r
        
Λ = = =        
           
 
The above equation contains a scale factor that varies inversely with the radius 
of the universe, 2ur , modulated by a power ratio, or the quotient of output power 
of the universe, Pu, taken as a blackbody at T, time t, and Planck power Pp. This 
clearly shows that the cosmological constant diminishes relative to the squared 
radius and dissipated energy of the universe, leading to the great variation of the 
two factors combined, scale and energy. These two variations of magnitude 
(squared scale factor and dissipated energy) lead to the great variation of the 
constant. Indeed, the only variation of the energy factor (Pu/Pp) leads to a varia-
tion of ~104, and that of the squared radius, to a variation of ~10126. In brief, it is 
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stant. For a static universe, the ratio of the powers is equal to 1, and the radius 
remains constant, meaning that the cosmological constant would truly be a con-
stant. The following correlation is sometimes reported: 
2 ~ 1u uD r=
Λ
 































− −Λ = =  ×    
where τ = 12.16 [Gy]. In this model, we get the following form: 
5
2 2 2 2
54 2
8




c t c t
− −Λ = = =  ×    
If different Planck quantities are used, the following expression can be used 
for the constant: 
3
rad 2 2 2
18 8pu u
pu p p u
tP P
cFr m l r
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the graph for Λ. For the entire duration of the 
simulation, or 76.1 [Gy], the cosmological constant varies by a factor of ~10128; 
or by 1070 at pt t→  until 10
−58 for t = 76.1 [Gy].   
In brief, those expressions for space curvature and energy density (non- 
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Figure 9. Cosmologic constant Λ = Λrad + Λmass from 1 tp to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
 
Figure 10. Cosmologic constante Λ = Λrad + Λmass from 1 tp to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
The space curvature equation yields k = 0 for t = 2.95 [Gy], or the transition 
from closed to open universe. This closely corresponds with the value found for 
deceleration transition, q, around 2 [Gy] (Figure 1). That these two values are 
relatively close is promising in terms of model constancy. 
As concerns energy density, we find two distinct contributions: one associated 
with radiation and the other, with mass (for b~0, valid for t > 10−13 [s]): 
( )
( ) ( )
34
rad mass 4 3
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~ 1.38 10 3.98 10
t
e e e











Figure 11 and Figure 12 show energy density in association with the cosmo-
logical constant relative to the age of the universe. For Planck time tp, we get an 
energy density of ~10113 [J m−3], while for t0 (13.8 [Gy]) that number drops to 
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Figure 11. Energy density ρΛe of cosmologic constant Λfrom 1tp to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
 
Figure 12. Energy density ρΛe of cosmologic constant Λfrom 1tp to 76.1 [Gy]. 
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After a few algebraic manipulations, the following expression is obtained, 




















































































































In short, as concerns energy density variation in the universe, we find a ratio 
to the power of four between temperature variation and Planck temperature 
variation, with a multiplication factor. 
Finally, the Friedmann equation can be written according to the different 
terms of the equation in the form of an equivalent volumic mass. This highlights 
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We can see that the volumic mass associated with the cosmological constant, Λ, 
is equivalent to that of photon gas minus the baryonic mass. Therefore, the cos-
mological constant reveals the existence of radiation energy. As concerns space 
curvature, we get a value that can turn negative according to the value of the 
curve (closed universe). This is important data because it is the only term that can 
become negative and act in opposition to gravity and mass-energy equivalence. 
If we express volumic masses based on the critical value corresponding to 
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the values for iρ  and iΩ  calculated according 
to the age of the universe. 
Figure 13 shows the equivalent densities. Here, the contribution of curvature 
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the q curve (deceleration). Then, that value of curvature increases rapidly to 
about 4 [Gy]. Thereafter, all values decrease in monotonic fashion and at differ-
ent rates. Note that the total value is very close to the critical value, but always 
smaller. 
Figure 14(a) shows the values of associated contributions as they relate to 
critical density. We can see that curvature, k, is the key factor that can explain 
sustained expansion of the universe. We know that the contribution of mass 
along with the cosmological constant, are based on conventional energy (mass- 
energy, radiation). In the case of space curvature, k, that form of energy cannot 
be so easily explained. 
5. The Energy form of the Friedmann Equation 
To determine the type of energy behind the expansion of the universe, the 
Friedmann equation can be expressed in terms of energy. Indeed, if all the terms 
of the equation are multiplied by 5 1 3c G H− − , we get: 
 
 



















































Figure 14. (a) Ratio of densities Ω of Friedmann eq. terms from 100 [My] to 76.1 [Gy]; (b) 
Energies sources from 100 [My] to 13.8 [Gy]. 
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Let us express density with total mass and radius using the Hubble-Lemaitre 
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Finally, we get an expression of the Friedmann equation in the form of energy: 
5 7 7
2
3 3 22 3
c c c kMc
GH GH GH a
Λ
−+=  
Planck mass radiation curvatureE E E E= + +  
Let us express the energy associated with curvature as: 
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where: 17 4 22.88 10 s mk −Λ ⋅ = ×   , [ ]
50~ 7.53 10 kgM × ,  
[ ]59Planck 3.629 10 WP = ×  
A positive energy result represents an open universe, while a negative result 
means a closed universe. In the above equation, note that both positive and neg-
ative results are possible according to the values of the terms. The first term, 
open, is Planck power multiplied by cosmic time. The second term, closed, is a 
constant of total energy associated with mass (50% energy, 50% kinetic, 
3 4=β ), and the third term, closed, is the energy associated with radiation 
(via Λ), which decreases with the increase in cosmic time. The transition from a 
closed universe to an open one is for Ecurvature = 0. We get the following positive 
root: 
17 11.054 10 sH − − = ×    
[ ]1 3.00 Gyt
H
= =  ( ~ 3.6z ) 
In the above equation, if the mass is increased by a factor of 10 or 50 the tran-
sition from close to open is delayed by 590 [My] or 4.1 [Gy] (at 3.59 [Gy] or 7.1 
[Gy]). We see the impact of the mass on the transition. 
In short, with the Friedmann equation and the assumptions of this model, we 
find that energy of unknown origin is acting on the expansion of the universe 
through an enormous power that is equal to Planck power PP multiplied by cos-
mic time. That expansion energy Ecurv is not directly expressed in a model varia-
ble. Moreover, it is positive via Planck power, which represents conventional 
energy acting in opposition to gravity FG (or Emass) and cosmological gravity 
force FΛ (Eradiation or EΛ). The expansion power is not associated to mass (baryo-
nic) or radiation (photonic via Λ). This unknown energy of expansion is possi-
bly contained in a potential form available in the volume and at the frontier of 
the universe that acts by an expansion effect of space in the manner of stretching 
of space. This Planck power PP can be expressed by the Planck force FP multip-
lied by c. In this model, we consider that the frontier of the universe moves at 
speed c. It is seen that the idea of an internal and external force (multiverse) of 
the magnitude of Planck force acts at the boundary to stretch the space at speed 
c. 
One can determine the expression of the volume expansion force of the un-
iverse expF

 using the theorem of divergence in spherical coordinates knowing 
the expansion force at the border PlanckF

. 
Planck Planck rF=F e

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The solution found with the divergence theorem is: 
exp Planck rF=F e

 
The result found is remarkable. Indeed, we find that a constant Planck force 
acts at all points of space, radial direction outwards to realize the expansion of 
the universe. Of course, the result found brings more questions than answers. At 
first glance, however, the result seems logical and presupposes energy associated 
with space itself. A summary calculation, based on the work PdV done by this 
Planck force to create space, shows that for every m3 of space in our position 
(MW) the energy used to create space is worth ~1.8 × 10−9 [J·m−3]. However, at 
the beginning of the Planck era, this space creation energy was worth ~1.1 × 
10113 [J·m−3]. 








E E r F r F ct
H
= ⋅= ===∫ ∫ F e

 
We find the same result for an empty universe (without total mass and radia-
tion energy Emass and Eradiation). Figure 14(b) shows the evolution of diferents 
energies function of cosmic time from 100 [My] to 13.8 [Gy]. Mass energy value 
is ~1.04 × 1068 [J]. We see that the universe becomes open at ~3 [Gy]. Subse-
quently, the curves become almost monotonous until 76.1 [Gy]. 
6. Age of the Universe from the Friedmann Equation 
The values obtained from the model for our position (a0 = 1) are (see Figure 
14(a)): 
0 0.00632mΩ ≅  
0 0.03995ΛΩ ≅  
0 0.95373kΩ ≅  
The age of the universe is estimated from the integral of Fridemann’s equation 
taking into account that the cosmological constant is identified with the total 
energy of the universe EΛ (non-massic), i.e.: 
0
4 3 2















= ∫ ∫  
Note that the exponent of 0ΛΩ  is 4 as electromagnetic energy compared to 1 
in the usual case. We find the following expression for the integral: 
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0 1a a= =  or 0t tΩ = . It is possible to find: 


























0 0 0 01.0485 4.5885 10 0.04391C t t t t
−= − + × = −  
For t0 = 13.8 [Gy], we find, C = −0.605. 
Now we have already estimated that the age of the universe is ~76.1 [Gy] with 
the Casimir effect or a value of the scale factor a = 5.51. For this scale factor and 
the equation found for the age of the universe, we find: 
























Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω
= + +




[ ]77.958 0.142 0.605 77.21 GytΩ = − − =  
In summary, we find that the solution of Friedmann’s equation with the pa-
rameters estimated at our position a0 gives an age approximately similar to that 
estimated with the Casimir effect. This result is interesting because it shows a 
relatively good match of the model with regard to the estimation of the age of 
the universe by 2 different methods. 
7. Some Comparison with Some Data from the ΛCDM Model 
The Table 2 below shows some of the major differences between this model and 
the ΛCDM model [13]. The numbers are averages over a time period ranging 
from z = 0 to ~zre (~7.70), or ~1.5 [Gy] to 13.8 [Gy]. Variations in values were 
left out for easier comparison. Indeed, Planck measurements are from different 
times in the past of the universe, thus confirming that they are, at least partly, 
time-related averages. The table shows three main differences: First, the esti-
mated age of the universe is greater. The MW is situated at cosmic time 13.8 
[Gy]; second, the baryonic mass is 11 times smaller; and third, dark energy asso-
ciated with Λ is in fact radiation energy, which is very large at the beginning. 
Moreover, if the total energy associated with dark matter in added up in the 
ΛCDM model, dark energy and radiation ( cdm rΛΩ Ω +Ω+ ), we get ~0.950, 
which is quite similar to the radiation value, ΩΛ, of the model (0.968). 
Finally, in the beginning, the energy associated with space curvature, k, is rel-
atively small compared to radiation. That energy is of unknown origin and pos-
sibly acting at the boundary. As concerns the curvature of space, k, the energy 
source is not identified. However, in this version of the model, that energy form 
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Table 2. Some comparison between this model ΑΛΩ and ΛCDM model. 
Description Symbol ΛCDM ΑΛΩ Comments 















67.4 ± 0.5 70.9 10 1 sH t
−=     
Baryonic density Ωb 0.0486 0.03045 Less baryonic matter 
Dark matter 
density 
Ωcdm 0.2664 0 
Dark matter is not a  
parameter of the model 
Matter density Ωm 0.315 0.03045 Baryonic matter only 
Dark energy 
density 
ΩΛ 0.685 0 
Mass and/or photon energy 
only, except for curvature k 
Radiation energy 
density 
Ωr or ΩΛ 
510r
−Ω =  0.96893ΛΩ =  
The cosmological constant 
represents radiation energy 
Curvature energy 
density 
Ωk +0.001 ± 0.002 +0.00062 




mν [eV] 0.12mΣ ≤ν  ≤48 × 103 [eV] 
The cosmic neutrino is  
estimated with the muonic 
neutrino with β SN1987A 
8. Cosmological Gravity Force, FΛ 
For the time period when radiation was dominant, a central force associated 
with Λrad can be determined using mass-energy equivalence. Indeed, we know 
the value for Λrad via the evolution of energy in the universe. Let us assume an 
element with mass m in rotation according to a Kepler model in a central gravity 
field of mass M. Another attractive force is a work around mass m, this time as-
sociated with the non-baryonic energy density, which acts through mass-energy 
equivalence of the interior sphere whose boundary is determined by the rotation 
radius, r, of mass m. That central force has been suggested by several authors, 
including [15] Martin. However, after mathematical elaboration, they note that 
the force is repulsive, and not attractive. This can be explained through mathe-
matical calculations using the cosmological constant, which predicts a repulsive 
rather than attractive effect when placed on the left side of the general relativity 
equation. 
In this model, we consider that the force is attractive simply through mass- 
energy equivalence, which can also be achieved with the General Relativity Theory 
(see below), meaning that a positive energy mass is associated with a positive 
energy, such as the energy of photons associated with constant Λ, and that ener-
gy mass exerts an attractive force on surrounding masses the same way the iner-
tial mass (baryonic) does. What’s more, the notion of mass-energy (or electro-
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2 3
energetic inertial 2 6





= = = = =ρ  
We can see that the mass-energy associated with the cosmological constant 
(photon gas) depends on a zone demarcated by the assumed radius, r. The full 
action of this force is unknown, but it is gravitational, meaning that this cosmo-
logical gravity force acts together with conventional gravity and that other such 
couplings are possible. This can partially explain the issues with the cosmologi-
cal constant, Λ. In fact, that gravity force can be put into action in the general 
relativity equation through the existence of the cosmological constant, as put 
forth by Einstein but for a different reason than the static universe he proposed. 
Indeed, the cosmological constant was later added by Einstein as an opposing 
force to gravity. Therefore, when the term gΛ µν  is moved to the right-hand side, 





GR Rg g T
c
π
− + =µν µν µν µν  
With the signature of the metric tensor (+, −, −, −), the energy-momentum 
tensor can be expressd as: 
total baryonic
eT T gΛ= −µν µν µνρ  
In this case, the resulting force is repulsive, as Einstein wanted. However, it is 
also possible to make the effects of that energy appear directly in the energy- 
momentum tensor as a source of additional mass-energy through the mass- 
energy principle, as: 
total baryonic mass-energyT T T= +µν µν µν  
total baryonic ET T g
V








πµν µν µν µν
ρ ρ  









ρ ρ  
The solution for the spherical geometry is found in the Newton equation for 
low velocities: 
2 2
2 4 4 4
8 2m m m
c cG G G
G+Λ
 Λ Λ
∇ Φ = π = π + = π π 
+ρ ρ ρ  






Φ = − +  
A potential in r2 is said harmonic and the equation of the trajectory of a mass 
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trand’s problem). The acceleration of a mass m′  in this field is expressed as the 








∂ − + 










= − −a e e  
We can see that, at this time, solving the equation predicts an attractive force 
associated with constant Λ and of the same type as the baryonic mass. The r 
term can be related to the Hooke ellipse. Moreover, it is surprising to note here 
that at the beginning of the formation of the structures of the universe the two 
forces in kr−2 and kr acted simultaneously which, certainly would be likely to re-
concile, if it were possible Newton and Hooke. It would make sense to call the 
potential found NcH for Newton-cosmological-Hooke. Finally, in a detailed 





c kGmm r H H r
r
ΛΦ = − +  
Then, solving the equation for low velocities (Newton) includes one mass 
contributors (baryonic) and one energy (kΛ, cosmological). The geometric varia-
ble r of the structure and the time factor of formation of the structure H. At this 
time, we can see that expansion of the universe is not caused by dark energy as-
sociated with Λ, but by another effect seen earlier, the energy associated with 
curvature, k. If that choice had been made, the force derived by [15] Martin 
would be attractive. 
Finally, based on this approach, we can see that the cosmological constant 
must be included in Einstein’s equation because it represents non-baryonic 
energy in the universe, but the sign for the term e gΛ µνρ  on the right-hand side 
of the equation must be positive, which provides a possible explanation for the 
additional attractive gravity effects associated with the positive energy of con-
stant Λ. At this time, expansion of the universe can be attributed to energy asso-
ciated with curvature, k, as stated earlier. A similar potential has been proposed 
by Farnes [17], but the sign of the term in r2 is negative which forces to consider 
the existence of a negative mass to produce a positive attraction force. The exis-
tence of the negative mass, although possible in theory, has not been observed 
until now. 
Therefore, assuming this notion of mass-energy, and according to Newton’s 
law of attraction for that mass, mΛ, the central attractive force associated with 
the mass-energy equivalence can be written as: 
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The force can be expressed in relation to the age of the universe: 









Ω   π πΛ = =   =
   
σ σ
 
For [ ]2.7 KTΩ = , [ ]76.1 GytΩ = , and [ ]0 13.8 Gyt t= = , we get; 
364.82 10F mr−Λ = ×  
This attractive force can be attributed to the cosmological constant, which 
translates conventional energy density that is not in the form of conventional 
baryonic mass. Moreover, the force of gravity, which varies in r, is active every-
where on the same basis as baryonic mass gravity. Note that such a force has 
never been detected around us because the cosmological constant is extremely 
small today (~10−54). However, at the time of primitive galaxy formation, the 
cosmological constant was much greater (Λ~10−48 at t~0.5 [Gy]). Also, when we 
include the great galaxy or cluster radii, we will see that cosmological gravity 
played a large part in galaxy rotation. For comparison purposes, let us calculate 
the ratio between the cosmological gravity and Newton’s force for the solar sys-
tem: 
( ) ( ) ( )



































For the earth, with small gΛ, the force assumes the following value: 
( ) ( ) ( )254 8 32
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Note that the value for gΛ is much too small to be detectable by current in-
struments. However, over the first billion years, let us calculate the ratio of the 
cosmological gravity to the force of gravity for the universe with a critical vo-
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Note that the attractive effect of cosmological gravity is huge and greatly sur-
passes that of gravity alone during the formation of great structures like galaxies. 
At 500 [My], the ratio was ~34. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the mean ratio 
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gravity makes it possible for the great structures like galaxies to form much fast-
er than simply under gravity. This notion of additional force to gravity could 
provide a possible explanation for the production of primitive black holes at the 
very beginning of the universe ( 6 30z< < ) (Lupi, Colpi, Devecchi et al., 2014). 
Indeed, the ratio FΛ/FG is ~54 aound 400 [My], which may accelerate the accu-
mulation of mass beyond the Eddington limit. 
Today, those effects are potentially limited to the great structures, such as ga-
laxy clusters or superclusters, as it increases with an increase in radius. The time 
period when cosmological gravity was greater than gravity alone can be deter-
mined with: 
GF FΛ ≥  
 
 
Figure 15. Ratio of FΛ/FG from 1tp to 76.1 [Gy]. 
 
 


























































Λ ≥ ρ ρ  
where ρ is the volumic mass of matter in the zone concerned. For the entire un-







≥ ≥ρ  
With the expression derived for the cosmological constant, we get the follow-
ing expression, which yields the cosmic time at which cosmological gravity was 






− ≥α ε  
With the values for α and ε already obtained, cosmic time is found to be: 
[ ] ( )cosmic 2.8 3 79 Gy .7zt ≥≤  
Therefore, cosmological gravity is the dominant force beyond gravity alone 
for a time period of ~2.9 [Gy]. 
This cosmological gravity force may have an impact on the different concepts 
used in cosmology as the Eddington limit, the Jeans radius. For the first ~3 [Gy], 
the values obtained from the concepts can be adapted using the adapted Newton 
gravitation constant GΛ to take intoaccount this cosmological force of a structure 
mass M and radius r by substituting G with the adapted one. 
( )
4 3
1 H rG H G
M









−Λ ⋅ ⋅ Γ = ×    
This expression of ( )G HΛ  was proposed repeatedly by many authors as part 
of a family of models called: Dark matter, dark energy dynamical scalar field 
(quintessence) [19]. The general form of the equation proposed is: 
( ) ( )( )21 2G G= +α α ϕ  
The value mentioned for 𝛼𝛼 compatible with the CMB is ( 0 0.06< <α ). We 
find this value of α for the MW. 
( )
4 3 43 184 203
40
41
6.47 10 2.29 10 6,478 10~ ~ 9 10




−   Γ × × × × ×= ×   
× ×  
α ϕ  
The model proposes a very small modification of the G value which depends 
mainly on the r3 size of the structure in question. This small change in G could 
be a part of the search for a new metric f(R) gravity theory models. A large 
number of f(R) gravity models have been proposed to explain different cases 
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near futur, the observations and measurments of gravitational waves GW with 
the development of more sensitive sensors will determine whether or not the GR 
theory will be a definitive, or not, theory of gravity as it has been formulated in 
1916 [20]. 
According to the author, while that force is negligible today on our scale, it 
was central to the formation of our universe and the great structures within it. 
9. Conclusion 
The model proposed herein sheds light on the importance of the cosmological 
constant, Λ, which acts as a dominant gravitational force in the early universe 
when considered a source of energy in the GR equation. The model does not 
consider the existence of energy other than photons. In other words, the notion 
of dark energy, dark matter (non-baryonic) is not specifically addressed in the 
model, although the existence of some baryonic dark matter is accepted. The 
model questions certain elements of the cosmological principle, that is the idea 
that there is no preferred position. The model assumes that the MW occupies a 
precise location (cosmic time 13.8 [Gy]), and not a central one in this universe of 
possible ~76 [Gy] cosmic age. Moreover, we do not have sufficient data from 
cosmological observations to claim with the assurance that the universe is the 
same in all directions and, more specifically, to the high values of z, excluding 
the CMB, which appears in the early universe before the formation of the struc-
ture that we observe, which in turn is subject to a different chronology. Indeed, 
the observed percentage of this universe is extremely low, especially as concerns 
galaxies. If the number of galaxies is an estimated ~2 × 1012, less than ~10−6 per-
cent have been indexed (90,000 galaxies) (Vipers, 2016). The model can partially 
describe the rotation of certain galaxies without recourse to dark matter (halo), 
but rather uses the cosmological gravity effect, which has a heavy impact during 
the early formation period (part 3). Finally, the model described herein seems 
interesting for several reasons, but further development is required before its 
foundations can be validated (complete particle generation, atoms, fusion, etc.). 
The model is still one among many, fine tuning and improvements are to be ex-
pected. 
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